MRI IMPLANT PROCEDURE

DOES PARTICIPANT HAVE SURGICAL IMPLANTS OF ANY KIND OTHER THAN DENTAL FILLINGS OR PERMANENT RETAINERS?

NO

PROCEED WITH SCAN

YES

IS DEVICE DECLARED SAFE FOR SCANNING @ MRISAFETY.COM?

YES

CLEARED BY DR. KANGARLU?

NO

CONSULT WITH DR. KANGARLU

NO

Obtain Surgeon Consent Form

CLEARED BY IMPLANTING SURGEON?

YES

INVESTIGATORS MUST FOLLOW THE PROCEDURE HERE AT LEAST 2 WEEKS BEFORE THE SCHEDULED SCAN AS THESE IMPLANTS MAY CREATE PROBLEMS DURING AN MRI SESSION

IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS ABOUT ANY HEALTH CONDITION OTHER THAN IMPLANTED DEVICES THAT COULD IMPACT THE MRI PROCEDURE, YOU MAY CONTACT DR. KANGARLU TO DISCUSS ANY SAFETY CONCERNS THAT A PARTICIPANT MIGHT HAVE, ETC. THIS IS PARTICULARLY IMPORTANT IF A PARTICIPANT HAS UNDERGONE SURGERY INVOLVING THE BRAIN, EAR, EYE, HEART, OR BLOOD VESSELS.